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Details of Visit:

Author: one eyed panda
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 21 Jul 2009 11.30
Duration of Visit: 2h
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Amanda Sutton In Ashfield
Phone: 07763363747

The Premises:

Very cosy studio type flat in an almost perfect wg flat location, about 50M from a cheap (20p/h) pay
and display car park. Amanda gives you final directions when you call from the car park. Inside its
cosy and welcoming, I sat on the settee and was given a drink. Amanda does smoke but there was
not a hint of a smell inside and it felt clean and welcoming, a bit like the lady herself...

The Lady:

Slim brunette, at the age where age doesn't matter, very shapely with nice legs and bum that have
no doubt been commented favourable upon by other visitors. Wearing a transparent short black
'thingy' over g string and push up bra.  

The Story:

As I reached the car park and filled the p&d machine a very sexy busty blonde wearing a short tight
skirt walked past. Something stirred at the sight, and after avoiding a collision with a lamp post
knocked on Amanda's door - she was busy answering 20 questions, its quite funny to hear it done
when you are so to speak an eavesdropper. That done she offered me a drink and after a quick
chat we made our way into the bedroom, big comfy bed with mirrors on 2 sides, the aroma of
something exotic, probably Asda air freshener but my sense of smell is rubbish, to put it mildly.
Once undressed I declined a massage in favour of getting my hands on Amanda on the bed, and
she more or less melted into me as we began to kiss and stroke. More or less two hours later we
disengaged after round three of an absolutely sensational encounter. As a guy with opportunites to
punt where I like within reason, I was aware that Amanda was likely to provide a top quality
experience and so it proved. What I find funny is that after some quite energetic and enthusiastic
coupling there am I shagged out on the bed ready for a few hours sleep while Amanda works round
the room tidying up the condom wrappers, almost whistling and exuding that fresh as a daisy feeling
as though nothing had happened.

Anyay I can't think a single way in which the encounter could have been better. I got a fortifying cup
of tea that undoubtedly gave me the urge to go for a third round, or was it the attention I was
getting? Either way I finished thoroughly serviced and very satisfied. At no time did Amanda ask for
the money and I was dressed and ready to go before I remembered. Would have been great to stay
a bit longer but I had a plane to catch, so on the dot of 2 hrs I was back in the car park, just as the
same hot blonde came swaying past. I gave her an outrageous wink and an alright darling that she
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probably wasn't expecting, but after that encounter I must have had a grin as wide as the river
Trent.

One of my best ever encounters, and I will be trying to get back to see her again, travel plans
permitting. Maybe the blonde would make a threesome next time.....
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